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CONTROLLING THE COST
Primarily covers three things.

1. KEEP THE CIRCULATION VERY TIGHT.  Unlike newspapers, if you find 
your circulation growing over 5000 copies, this is going to cause problems with escalating 
expenses. Control costs by keeping press orders and circulation tight. Keep in mind that 
the cost of producing a magazine can be between $1.25 and $2.00 per copy when you 
include printing and postage. Expenses can quickly escalate if you are not careful.

2. CONTROL PAGE COUNT.  A good starting point is the old 50 percent advertising 
and 50 percent editorial rule. You can deviate from this formula a little, but the more 
pages you add – the more your expenses will increase. Also remember that adding 16 
pages may be cheaper then adding eight, so always discuss page count breaks with your 
printer. 

3. CONTROL STAFFING EXPENSES.  Use existing staff or freelancers to get 
the work done whenever possible. As soon as you begin adding full-time staff, it starts to 
weigh down the magazine with expenses.

UNDERSTAND YOUR TARGET AUDIENCE
It is the highest demographic in your market.

Unlike the newspaper, in which stories are written for the general public, magazine 
stories should be written for the top demographic in your market. Instead of writing 
about the cheapest lunch special in town, consider writing about where to get the best 
steak dinner.

On the advertiser side, you are offering image advertising that usually is not found 
in a newspaper. Glossy full color pages are a much better venue for jewelry stores, high 
end automotive, fine dining and travel advertising. You are also delivering customers 
who are the highest demographic in your market, which is a very attractive audience to 
advertisers.

MAGAZINES ARE COMPLETELY DIFFERENT FROM NEWSPAPERS
You are able to do things in magazines that would make a traditional newspaper 

editor’s hair stand on end. Magazines can (and should) create the illusion that everything 
is perfect in the town that it is covering. Photos can and should be liberally airbrushed 
to improve a person’s complexion, or make the grass a little greener, or remove unsightly 
items in the background of a photo. A controversial magazine is one editorial approach to 
take but it’s risky for advertisers. It’s safer to focus on only the best and happiest things 
that occur in the town. Leave the home invasions, foreclosures and recession stories for 
the newspaper to cover.

KEEP IT LOCAL
Keep it local means that you should always avoid using “canned” or wire stories. 

However many stories you decide to run, they should all be written by local people and 
about local people.   You should also run as many photos about local people that you 
can possibly find.  Go to chamber meetings, country clubs, rotary clubs, downtown and 
anywhere else you will find high demographic people. Whenever a decision comes up for 
a cover photo, a feature story, or a person to hire for something related to the magazine, 
the main criteria to use in the decision process is – is it local?

THERE ARE FOUR

THINGS TO KEEP 

IN MIND WHEN 

LAUNCHING YOUR

MAGAZINE:

Control the cost

Understand your
target audience

(advertiser and reader)

Understand that 
magazines are

completely different
from newspapers

Keep it local,
local, local!
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FOLLOWING THIS FORMULA WILL LEAD TO A SUCCESSFUL MAGAZINE LAUNCH
Control Cost  +  Target Audience  +  Magazine Format  +  Local  =  $$$$
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PRESS OPERATORS AND PRODUCTION
Unless you happen to own a heatset magazine press in your production facility, you are 

likely shipping this product out to be printed. A good manager or publisher with take a 
few minutes to talk to the production staff about this outsourcing of printing. Truth be 
told, you are simply diversifying the company’s print portfolio. But don’t underestimate 
the fact that some employees may feel threatened by this, especially with the persistent 
(untrue) rumors that newspaper publishing is a dying industry.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
If you are lucky enough to have an in-house web designer, ask him or her to start 

thinking about a Web site for the magazine. It doesn’t need to be intricate, but it should 
have information about how to advertise in the magazine and how to subscribe. If you 
don’t have someone on staff to do this, it should be relatively easy to find an outside vendor 
to do it – perhaps even one of your advertisers. Find a CNHI magazine Web site that you 
admire and ask them to copy it. Some of our Web sites include TheAndoversMagazine.
com and MarbleheadHomeAndStyle.com. You can also check out JohnstownMag.com 
and many more.

EDITORIAL STAFF
You may need to repeat yourself several times, but remind all members of the editorial 

staff working on the magazine that they should throw most of the newspaper “rules” 
out the window. There is no crime in doing a feature story about an advertiser. Editors 
can also design pages around particular ads or rearrange ads for better presentation. 
Stories don’t need to be controversial (and some publishers purposely steer clear of 
controversy) in magazines. Photos can be doctored liberally, unlike in newspapers. The 
only guidelines are to know your audience; the magazine is targeted to the highest 
demographic in town. Keep everything local! More specific information for editorial is 
presented later in this report.

ADVERTISING STAFF
Take time to explain the target demographic and also the target advertisers. Advertisers 

will include anyone selling items that only the richest members of the community can 
afford; consider art, jewelry, high-end homes, electronics, best restaurants, etc. This 
opens up new opportunities for co-op advertising and out-of-market advertising. This 
product will deliver the best customers in your market, those with the highest incomes. 
Depending on how much input the sales staff has on ad production, consider sending 
them to the same training session that you prepare for your graphic artists (see below).

GRAPHIC ARTISTS
Magazine ads are completely different from newspaper ads. It’s going to be tough 

for some newspaper graphic artists to make this transition. Consider selecting your 
best graphic artists to handle the magazine ad production, at least until the other staff 
members get up to speed. The best thing a manager can do is to purchase a dozen high-
end magazines and encourage your graphic artists to study ads. It also helps if you can 
find examples of good magazine ads and poor magazine ads to share with your staff. Ask 
the graphic artists to find some examples themselves to share with the department.

   At a minimum you should share the ten rules of magazine ad design listed on the 
next page. Feel free to add more of your own rules to this list.

EDUCATE
AND INVOLVE YOUR STAFF
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PLAN ON INVOLVING 
YOUR STAFF VERY 

EARLY IN THE PROCESS.
You may discover that some 

employees have past magazine 
experience that will prove 
beneficial. It also helps to 

ensure that everyone is on the 
same page and understands 

the mission. It only takes one 
person that doesn’t “get it” 

and it can jeopardize the whole 
launch. You can’t say it enough 
times that magazines are very 

different from newspapers.



Twelve differences between magazine ads and newspaper ads…

CREATE ADS YOU’LL FALL IN LOVE WITH…

1.
Magazine ads should not have more text than 

graphics in the ad because people won’t read it.

2.
Magazine ads can take advantage of process color on 
every page, single color ads should be questioned.

3.
Local magazine ads are targeted to a specific 

geographic area and do not use zip codes or state 
names (unless there are towns/cities with the same 
name within a reasonable distance of each other.) 

National ads would need to include the state.

4.
Magazine ads typically do not feature prices for 
merchandise because of the longer shelf life.

5.
It’s unusual for magazine ads to offer coupons 

as the prominent feature of the ad.

6.
You won’t typically see cartoon-style 
artwork used in a magazine ad.

7.
You’ll rarely see dark, bold borders.

8.
Magazine ads steer clear of clip art, in favor of 

photographs.

9.
Magazine ads don’t have screaming headlines 

announcing “low, low prices” or other gimmicks. They 
don’t promote clearance or special sales events.

10.
Magazine ads are very clean and 

rarely use more than three fonts.

11.
Choose large exciting photos that are interesting to 

look at it. Avoid stagnant photos of building fronts, 
people standing around, or photos that look like 

they were taken by an amateur at an event.

12.
Magazine ads should avoid posed shots of the 

owners or “mug shots” in the ads. Consider using 
action shots which are attention grabbing photos 

instead of the yearbook style photos.
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Anyone who has ever dealt with 
the U.S. Postal Service knows 

that nothing is ever simple 
when it comes to mailing. Your 

best bet is to meet with a 
customer service rep from the 
Post Office and tell them what 
you are trying to do and ask 

how you can get the best rate.

Where do you get the mailing 
list? There are a lot of vendors 

that offer demographically 
sorted mailing lists; CNHI can 
help choose a vendor that is 

right for you. Your commercial 
printer might also be a source. 
The end result is that you need 

the addresses of the highest 
household incomes and/or 

property values in your market. 
The majority of your circulation 
should be distributed to these 

homes. Expect the cut-off 
to be the top 3000 to 4500 

households.

STANDARD MAILING VS. PERIODICAL MAILING
With your debut issue, you have little choice but to deliver via standard mail. A longer 

term goal might be to qualify for a periodical mailing rate. The basic guideline is that 
51 percent of the recipients need to be paid subscribers or they need to sign a “requester 
card” signifying that they requested the magazine to be delivered to them. Requesters 
don’t need to pay for the magazine, but each year they need to send a card confirming 
that they want to receive the publication. Periodical rate is significantly lower than 
standard mail.

INKJET VS. PAPER LABELS
You may be able to cut some costs by leaving a white space on the cover of your 

magazine where the mailing house can spray labels onto your magazine. This eliminates 
the need for a separate label and the associated cost. The downside is that for each 
issue you need to design around this white box, and it may detract from the overall 
appearance of your product. Each printer has slightly different requirements so be sure 
to ask how much space is needed for the label. An advantage of paper labels is that they 
can be peeled off, leaving your magazine cover unblemished. (A work of art suitable for 
framing!)

PERMITS
It’s definitely best if you can establish your own permit instead of mailing off of 

someone else’s permit. This helps ensure that postage is not being marked up, and it 
provides you with accurate records of all your mailings. You may also want to consider 
signing up for a CAPS account which provides direct debit and is easier than requesting 
individual checks for each mailing. Whatever you decide, it is critically important that 
you or your commercial printer puts the correct permit number on the label. Most 
mailing houses can still fill out all the postal paperwork for you (if that’s intimidating) 
but use your permit number instead of their permit.

DROP SHIPMENTS
Since the majority of your publication is going to be distributed in one or two towns, 

consider drop shipping your magazines to the individual post offices. This makes you 
eligible for postal discounts and speeds up delivery.

TEST YOUR LIST
Don’t wait until the last minute to send your printer or mailing house your mailing 

list. There are often formatting or walk-sequence questions that need to be addressed, 
or some households that are deemed undeliverable. Give your mailing list to the printer 
at least 2 weeks in advance, longer if possible, to check your formatting and addresses.

MAILING
SPECIFICATIONS



RATES
The science to setting the rates is relatively simple. Get 

your print quote, your estimated mailing costs, and any 
other expenses, divide by the number of pages of ads you 
expect to sell, and mark up the price by between forty and 
sixty percent. If your expenses for 5000 copies of a 52 page 
magazine is ten thousand dollars, and you expect to sell 20 
pages of advertising at a mark-up of sixty percent: $10,000 
/ 20 pages x 1.60 = $800 per page. Some publishers set the 
mark-up even higher.

FREQUENCY
Lock in frequency buys by progressive discounting for 

multiple runs. Consider full price for a one-time run and 
then ten percent discounts for subsequent runs within the 
same year. For example, if an advertiser signs up for four 
quarterly issues and the rate for each of the four ads is 30% 
lower than if the advertiser only ordered one ad one time.

LOWER ENTRY RATES
While not recommended to be offered at the initial visit, 

if an advertiser balks at the rate – it’s helpful to have some 
other lower priced options to get them into the product. 
Consider directory listings or small “marketplace” ads with a 
listing and a photo.

SPEC ADS
It’s true with newspaper advertising and true for magazines. 

Sales calls are more successful when you go with a good spec 
ad. Consider purchasing special glossy paper for your color 
printer for better impact with selling this new product.

“RATES ARE TOO HIGH!”
Counter the rate argument by explaining that you are 

providing an avenue to reach the highest demographic 
households at a rate lower than direct mail. Also the shelf 
life of this product and secondhand readership is better than 
any other media.

THE RATES REALLY ARE TOO HIGH
Remember the formula that starts with controlling cost. 

You can reduce your rate if you lower your circulation or 
lower your page count. Don’t be afraid to be very selective 
with your distribution.

ORDER EXTRA COPIES
Your debut issue will fly off the shelves; everyone will want 

one. Inventory management is one challenge, but don’t forget 
to order extra copies for sales pieces. The second issue is 
easier to sell when you have the magazine in-hand. Also you 
will find that your advertisers will request extra copies. 20% 
overrun for the first issue is a good investment for future 
sales.

REJECT ADS
It sounds absurd but you should absolutely reject ads that 

do not meet magazine standards for style. But instead of 
saying, “We won’t run your ad,” create a superior quality spec 
ad for the advertiser and explain that their company’s image 
and the image of the publication are on the line. If they don’t 
like the initial spec ad, offer to recreate as many more specs 
as it takes.

ADVERTISING
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BUDGET
Create a story budget with photo assignments and keep 

it constantly updated. It’s the only way you will keep the 
content of the magazine organized and on track. The budget 
should include story deadline, photo deadline, the date the 
dummies come and publication date. Everyone working on 
the magazine should be versed at using the budget, updating it 
with slugs, lengths and photo IDs as elements are completed.

TIMING
Planning a magazine requires a much longer timeline 

than a newspaper. The budget should be created at least 
two months before publication. Story deadline should be 
one month in advance to allow for rewrite, edits, and to free 
writers up for unexpected stories that may arise later in the 
process. Photos can come in a little later, but no less than two 
weeks before the pages are laid out.

When coming up with stories, budget at least three or 
four stories that could rise to being cover stories and don’t 
choose your cover story too soon. This allows for options and 
time to consider which story is best written, most useful 
and interesting to readers, and -- importantly -- has strong 
enough art to hold a cover and make people want to pick the 
magazine up.

THINK TIMELESS
Depending on where you are in the country, seasons can 

be a challenge. You are planning your spring photo shoots 
and articles while there is still snow on the ground. Anything 
you can do to get ahead of the curve will pay off later. Take 
photos in the snow today because you will need them in nine 
months! From your first issue, plan a year in advance.

DUMMY TWICE
Plan to redummy the publication at least twice because 

you’ll find that certain ads don’t work well near certain 
stories. Also the bright process color of one ad may conflict 
with an intended design or mood of a feature layout. Unlike 
a newspaper, don’t be afraid to move around ads to fit 
editorial needs. It’s important the editor sits with the person 
dummying pages, and knows who the advertiser is when ads 
are placed. It’s even better when the editor can see the ads 
while there is still time to redummy.

DESIGN SPREADS
Plan to design your layouts across two consecutive pages 

of the magazine. Unlike newspapers, almost every page has 
“double truck” potential. Don’t be afraid to design across 
the center “gutter”. Work with your printer to get the exact 
dimensions, especially if you will be creating text or headlines 
across two pages.

A great table of contents goes a long way in creating a first-
impression with positive impact. Resist the urge to re-use 
the headlines from the story as the teaser in the contents. 
If you can’t come up with two interesting phrases to draw 
the reader in, maybe you’ve got the wrong story. Use photos 
in your table of contents. Be detailed. Show the reader your 
magazine is chock-full of great stuff. 

FINAL STORY
Magazines tend to have a final editorial story that is 

contained to one page at the back of the magazine.  It might 
be an essay or an interview or some other anchored feature.  
It should be the last thing the reader sees besides the back 
cover.

EDITORIAL
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SHOOT TIGHT
Photo resolution is so important in magazines that you 

shouldn’t plan to take wide photos and crop only the portion 
you need. The resolution will be dramatically affected. And 
in general you will see tight crops in magazines, so plan to 
shoot that way.

KNOW YOUR EQUIPMENT
Not all digital cameras are going to be able to shoot at 

magazine resolutions. Your goal is to capture an 8.5” x 11” 
image at a full 300 dpi. If you are really stuck, consider 
Photoshop Plug-ins for professionally resampling your 
images to higher resolutions. Just bumping the image size in 
Photoshop will not do the trick and the quality degradation 
will be noticeable.

CREATIVITY
With newspaper shots the subject matter is the critical 

piece of the equation. The primary purpose of newspaper 
photography is to relay information. With magazines, the 

composition and artistic integrity 
plays a stronger role. This 

is the place to unleash a 
photographer’s creativity.

TIME MANAGEMENT
Everything will take longer with magazines. Photoshoots 

for example are much different from newspapers where you 
can quickly stop by a location, take a headshot and leave; for 
a magazine one story will likely require hundreds of photos 
until you achieve exactly what you need. Editing is also a 
longer process because there is zero tolerance for errors.

PLAN YOUR COVER SHOTS
Not every great photo works for a cover shot. You need 

something that will grab single-copy buyers’ attention but 
still leave room for the flag (magazine title) and teases to 
inside stories. The concept of planning to overlay text on a 
photo may be new to newspaper photographers, so take a look 
at many other magazine covers to get ideas.

PREPRESS
Whether the photographers prepare their own photos 

for press, or if you have a prepress department, there is a 
renewed importance for quality control. Where newspaper 
presses and the expectation of newsprint printing sometimes 
masks flaws in photographs, magazine printing will amplify 
the flaws. Color correction, sharpening (where appropriate), 
and most importantly resolution are critical with magazines.

You should plan on implementing a quality control system 
whereby a minimum two people review each photo prior to 
sending to press. This can be a photo editor and photographer, 
or prepress professional and photographer, but it needs to be 
employees trained in the area of quality image reproduction.

PHOTOGRAPHY / PREPRESS
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
Expect to get some subscription requests after the first issue 

and have a plan to handle them. At a minimum, a phone 
number should be listed in the magazine; a better option 
is to include postage-paid subscription cards. Getting fifty-
one percent paid subscriptions means you can mail at the 
periodical rate and save yourself significant postage expenses. 
The subscription rate should cover your production cost and 
postage, but don’t get too greedy on profit. Remember you 
will save money in other areas as you gain subscriptions.

ONLINE ORDERS
Readers expect to be able to do everything online these 

days. Don’t forget to plan a simple online component where 
readers can send e-mails to your editor or order a subscription 
online. Don’t worry about getting too fancy to start, but keep 
some web component in mind for your launch. Most of 
our subscriptions come from our simple online form. The 
majority of our subscription requests from the magazine’s 
web page.

FREE COPIES
The bulk of your initial circulation will be delivered free 

to the highest demographic homes in your market. However, 
as your paid subscriptions grow, don’t hesitate to cut back on 
these “free” copies. The subscription card or offer that you 
send to these nonpaying households should say “To ensure 
continued delivery of this magazine, subscribe today!”

SINGLE COPY
Consider advertisers in the magazine or select newspaper 

single copy outlets that will be excited about selling the 
magazine for you. When approaching these accounts, your 
magazine representative needs to be very well dressed, 
well spoken, and professional - especially with an upscale 
magazine. Once that relationship is developed, regular 
newspaper single copy representatives can take it from there 
to handle replenishing, collections etc. Because the cost of 
printing the magazines is higher than newspapers, the goal is 
not to saturate the market but to find select single copy outlets 
where you can maximize sales specific to your magazine.

RACKS
It’s a good idea to consider Lucite racks or other 

display options for your magazine. This may get your 
magazine better placement in a store and possibly 
even up at a front counter. You should also purchase 
decals for your racks or somehow adhere your logo 
to them; otherwise they may accidentally be used 
for competing publications. Avoid cutting costs by 
using cardboard racks, which we found tip over 
easily, fall apart, and could only hold 3 or 4 
magazines at a time.

DISTRIBUTION
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CALL 1-800-836-7800 to pay by credit card or complete the form below and mail payment to:

North of Boston Business, Attn: Subscription Services, PO Box 100, Lawrence, MA 01842-9902Subscribe today!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

4 issues for $15

SAVE 24% OFF

the newstand price!*

*Off the $19.80 annual cover price. Call for international rates.

Make checks payable to North of Boston Business.

Only $15 for one year…that’s 4 issues

Payment enclosed

Gift subscription

Personal subscription

NAME  (Bill to) 

STREET ADDRESS

CITY/STATE 

ZIP CODE

NAME  (Gift subscription) 

STREET ADDRESS

CITY/STATE 

ZIP CODE

EMAIL

Make checks payable to North of Boston Business

Please note: North of Boston Business is published quarterly. It may take up to 90 days to receive your first issue.

EMAILTaking  
charge

BUSINESSNORTH OF BOSTON

LEADERSHIP • INNOVATION • STRATEGIES

Make sure your 

meetings matter At your service

BUSINESSNORTH OF BOSTON

LEADERSHIP • INNOVATION • STRATEGIES

How the service industry is catering to  

the needs of an evolving customer base



PARTY!
Consider throwing a launch party to build excitement about the magazine in the 

community. An advertiser’s showroom may be the perfect (inexpensive) place to hold 
the event. We chose a furniture advertiser (Ethan Allen) as the location, had a Mercedes 
Benz dealership park luxury models near the entrance, held a short fashion show using 
models from the magazine, served wine and cheese, had a video clip running from one 
of the magazine photo shoots, and the event was very successful. Potential advertisers 
really appreciated it, were excited for the launch, and several advertising contracts were 
clinched during or after this party.

AD AGENCY MELTDOWN
Some of the most poorly designed ads came from outside agencies that were accustomed 

to sending us ads for the newspaper. There are two approaches you can take to address this 
problem. You can provide spec ads to your advertisers that outshine what the agency is 
providing. Or you can work with the agency to explain the difference between newspaper 
and magazine advertising, see the tips on page 6 of this report.

NO MORE COLUMN INCHES
We emphasized from the beginning that magazines always speak in terms of pages. 

Advertising is sold in full page, half page, third of a page, etc. Lineage is reported in 
numbers of pages. Newspaper folks need regular reminders that column inches don’t 
apply to magazines. If they are selling that way, they are doing it wrong.

SPINE ART
If you choose a perfect bound product, don’t forget to design artwork for the spine of 

the magazine. It may only contain the publication name and date, but it is something that 
your commercial printer will expect to receive from you.

TEARSHEETS
Many national magazines automatically send a tearsheet with each advertising invoice. 

We chose to hand-deliver three copies of the magazine to each advertiser. But keep in 
mind that your magazine printer would be able to provide very inexpensive tearsheets if 
you need them. They take pages from unbound magazines and cut as many as needed.  

FIND A FRIEND
Talk with folks who have already 

launched a magazine. We had 
assistance from several CNHI 

magazine editors and publishers 
who were all very helpful. We are 

especially appreciative of the 
assistance offered by Johnstown 
magazine and liberally borrowed 

some great ideas from that 
publication. Keep in mind that the 

contributors of this report are also 
just a phone call away:

Publishing:
Karen Andreas, Regional Publisher

kandreas@northofboston.com
(978) 946-2110

Production:
Jim Falzone, General Manager

jfalzone@northofboston.com
(978) 946-2349

Advertising:
Mark Zappala, Regional Sales Director

mzappala@northofboston.com
(978) 946-2178

Editorial:
Tracey Rauh, Editor

trauhrauh@northofboston.com
(978) 946-2242

Distribution:
Steve Milone, Circulation Director

smilone@northofboston.com
(978) 946-2350

OTHER 
THINGS
WE 
LEARNED



GENERAL
o Publication Name
o Frequency of Publication (quarterly, monthly, etc.)
o Printer Chosen

PRODUCTION
o Paper Stock for Inside Pages
o Paper Stock for Cover Pages
o Type of gloss coating
o Page/Trim Size
o Bleed Size
o Binding (perfect or stitched)
o Number of Columns
o Column Width
o Modular Sizes
o Directory Listing ads? (Y/N)
o Full bleed for ads less than full page? (Y/N)
o Estimated Page Count
o Additional Cover Pages
o Ad Production System set-up if required
o PDF settings created for magazines
o Test Pages Sent to Printer

DEADLINES
o Ad Deadline
o Editorial Deadline
o Review Deadlines with Printer
o Date to Send PDFs to Printer
o Date Proof Returns from Printer
o Date Magazine Returns from Printer
o Date Delivered to Post Office
o Publication Date

QUANTITIES
o Mailed Quantity
o Single Copy Quantity
o Copies for Advertisers
o Copies for Future Sales (Advertising)
o Copies for Contributors/Editorial
o Additional Overrun

PREPRESS / PHOTOGRAPHY
o Workflow of Photos
o Specs distributed to editorial & ad production
o Photo Toning (trained operators)

MAILING
o Mailing List Created
o Test Addresses Sent to Printer
o Drop List for Distribution
o What Permit will be used?
o Paper Labels or Inkjet
o Delivery to the post office
o Paperwork for the post office
o Contact the post office in advance

ADVERTISING
o Rates Determined
o Rates Set Up
o Commission Plan (if affected)
o Revenue Share (if applicable)
o Sell Sheet Created for Sales Staff

EDITORIAL
o Primary Editor Determined
o Editorial Budget Mapped Out
o Cover Design
o Purchase Bar Code (for cover if being sold in stores)

PAGE BUILDING / PAGINATION
o Page Layout / Ad Layout
o Create a rough editorial calendar for future issues

of the magazine
o If perfect bound, artwork created for the magazine spine

WEB / INTERNET
o URL purchased (Y/N)
o Web Page Created
o Email addresses set-up

There is a lot to keep organized, especially 
with your first issue.  Below is a basic 
checklist that you may want to consider using:
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CHECK 
LIST




